Abstract: In this paper I would like to present Serbian migration policy concerning irregular migration and asylum in the context of the attempts of the Serbian state to become a member of the European Union. I would describe the history of the asylum system prior and after the implementation of the independent asylum system in Serbia in 2008. My presentation of the Serbian migration policy would be channelled by the analysis of some particular political issues, such as the externalization of the EU borders’ control, as well as some relevant elements of the European integration process, like visa liberalization. The second, more culturally specific dimension of the issue would be accessed through the demonstration of both legislative and public conceptualizations of the irregular migrants, asylum seekers and refugees in Serbia.
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The year 2008 could be considered as a threshold of the Serbian migration policy: the new law on asylum came in force and the dialogues about visa liberalization for the Western Balkans countries began (about visa liberalization see Kacarska 2012). These marked two important directions for both national and transnational migration practice, one leading to freer movement of the Serbian nationals and the second one imposing a new type of migration control of third country (neither EU nor Serbian) nationals passing through Serbian territory. The axis of this presentation would comprise the notions of asylum, asylum seekers and refugees, since the irregular migration would be viewed only in relation to asylum. This would make all the other forms of
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irregular migration redundant and thus enable focusing on specific population and aspects of Serbian migration policy. The presentation would be delivered in the following order: first I will outline legislative and political context in which the transformation of the notions of refugees and asylum could be traced, than I will specify the phenomena of visa liberalization and externalization of the EU borders control when the geopolitical context would be given prominence, and in the end I will give an account of the existing conceptualizations of the irregular migrants, asylum seekers and refugees in Serbia.

The development of legal definitions of asylum, refugee and irregular migrants in Serbia

Asylum is a form of international protection granted to people fleeing persecution or other considerable harm in their own country.\(^1\) As an instrument of protection, it has a long history. "The concept of asylum has been in existence for at least 3,500 years and is found, in one form or another, in the texts and traditions of many different ancient societies... From early times, asylum had both political and humanitarian dimensions. The ancient practice of granting internal sanctuary – often on a temporary rather than permanent basis – in holy places reflected respect for the deity and the Church, while the grant of asylum by kings, republics and free cities was a manifestation of sovereignty. As the power of the monarchy grew, the right to grant asylum increasingly became the prerogative of the state and the inviolability of internal asylum in holy places declined correspondingly" (UNHCR 1993, Box 2.1., italics by author). At the beginning of the XX century, international community began to deal with the problem of refugees and to take over the responsibility for protection and help of the refugees from the national institutions. Thus the League of Nations accepted a model of international action for helping the refugees what resulted in the adoption of several relevant international agreements (UNHCR 2007; see also UNHCR 2004, article 1A). The Second World War gave the prominence to the instrument of asylum: the right to seek refuge became a fundamental human right specified in the article 14 of the UN 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights.\(^2\) Moreover, it demonstrated the urgent need for some new, wide-ranging international instances in order to overcome the problems of ad hoc inaugurated agreements and unspecialized institutions dealing with the refugees (UNHCR 2007). Therefore the Geneva Convention on the Protection of Refugees had been approved on the special

---

UN Conference in 1951 (UNHCR 2004). Together with the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (New York Protocol), it represents the basic document which regulates the status of refugees (Ibid.). The documents define who and under which circumstances could be considered a refugee, set out the rights of individuals who are granted asylum, and specify the responsibilities of the states which grant the asylum. Thus, a refugee is "a person who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it" (UNHCR 2004, A1 and A2). Thereafter, in 1950 the UNHCR was formed as a special UN agency mandated to "[...] lead and co-ordinate international action to protect refugees and resolve refugee problems worldwide... It strives to ensure that everyone can exercise the right to seek asylum and find safe refuge in another State, with the option to return home voluntarily, integrate locally or to resettle in a third country. It also has a mandate to help stateless people".3 The UNHCR Statute surpasses some of the historical and geographical boundaries of the Convention, which originally relates to the events which occurred before 1951 and in Europe.4 The mandate of this agency is being exercised at the request of a state’s government or the UN itself. In the later case, the people who are granted asylum are usually referred to as mandate refugees: "Persons who are recognized as refugees by UNHCR acting under the authority of its Statute and relevant UN General Assembly resolutions. Mandate status is especially significant in States that are not parties to the 1951 Convention or its 1967 Protocol".5

Yugoslavia has signed both the 1951 Convention as well as the 1967 Protocol but it has never brought a special law that would define asylum procedure. On several occasions, and namely after Soviet intervention in Hungary in 1956 as well as after the assassination of Chilean president Allende in 1973, the Yugoslav Government made ad hoc decisions to grant asylum to seekers from Hungary and Chile. In the article 202 of the 1974 Constitution of SFRY,6 as well as in the article 50 of 1990 Constitution of SFRY, it is stated that for the persons supporting democratic ideas and movements, social and

6 See also UNHCR 2007, E 16 (page 5).
national liberation, freedom and rights of human personality or for freedom of scientific or artistic creation, the asylum right would be granted (Jelacic 2013). But there have been no laws that would specify the concrete asylum procedure. In 1976 Yugoslavia made gentlemen’s agreement (an agreement which does not have a written form) with UNHCR: UNHCR was to conduct asylum procedure on Yugoslav territory and to decide who according to the Convention and the Protocol could get the status of refugee. The condition was that the refugees did not reside in Yugoslavia after their status had been decided, but to be replaced to safe third countries, and usually USA, Canada and Australia. In 1980 Yugoslavia brought the Law about sojourn and movement of foreigners which established the distinction between the asylum and refugee. While the asylum was reserved for "foreigners who had been prosecuted for his support of democratic ideas and movements, social and national liberation, freedom and rights of human personality or for freedom of scientific or artistic creation," the refugee was the one who "left the country whose nationality he holds or in which he has permanent residence in order to avoid prosecution due to his progressive political strivings or his national, racial or religious affiliation," (translation from Serbian by the author). The underlying idea was that a state had the sovereign right to chose to whom it would grant asylum, while the status of refugees was considered to conform to the internationally agreed standards. Nevertheless, UNHCR conducted the asylum procedure according to the Geneva Convention and the New York Protocol from 1978, when the UNHCR office was opened in Belgrade, until 2008, when Serbia inaugurated its independent asylum system. The seekers, who came legally to Yugoslavia, just went to the UNHCR office in Belgrade or on the Belgrade Airport and filled in the form for application. UNHCR organized their stay near Belgrade until the procedure was over and the person left Yugoslavia. Those who came illegally but wanted to apply for asylum had to serve short sentence for illegal border crossing in the jail before being transferred to the Centre for Foreign Nationals in Padinska skela, where UNHCR representatives came, took them over from the police and moved them to rented accommodation in Belgrade until the procedure was over and the seekers left Yugoslavia either to a safe third country if the refugee status had been granted, or to the country of origin if the refugee status had been denied. All those who were granted refugee status were thus mandate refugees, even though Yugoslavia ratified the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.

There have been several refugee flaws (all the information received from UNHCR Serbia). In the end of 70’s and the beginning of 80’s the people from Czechoslovakia comprised the majority of the asylum seekers. In the end of 80’s thousands of Rumanians came fleeing from Ceausescu regime. In the very beginning of the 90’s the majority of the asylum seekers came from Albania. When Yugoslavia began to disintegrate, a new national law about refugees coming from ex Yugoslav republics was adopted in 1992. These were so called national refugees, people coming to the country perceived as a home country and usually from the "across-border" Diaspora, while the people who asked for asylum under UNHCR mandate, were seeking for international protection. This law did not have much in common with the 1951 Convention. It focused on predominantly humanitarian support to the people and defined refugees as people from former SFRY (Krstic 2012).

The Constitutional Charter of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro from 2003, in order to come in line with the prerequisites for the process leading to the eventual ratification of the Stabilization and Association Process agreement, and precisely it articles 82 and 83 concerning asylum and illegal migration, brought in some changes in the national legislature. The article 38 of the 2003 Constitutional Charter states that everyone who is prosecuted on the basis of his or her race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership to some social group, would be granted asylum in the State Union. Moreover, the admission of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro to the Council of Europe in 2003, which marked the beginning of the EU integration process of the Serbian state, brought the issue of the Law on asylum forward. The State Union was to adopt it in one year’s time. However, only a so called Outline law on asylum of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro was made in 2005, which was to serve as a basis for separate asylum laws to be brought in the constitutive republics, that is, in Serbia and Montenegro, in one year time (compare Jelacic 2013). Nevertheless, the State Union dissolved, so these directives stayed unrealized (see Petronijevic 2006). The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia from 2006 in the article 57 anticipates the right on refuge and stipulates that the law should regulate it (Jelacic 2013). Further-

more, in the article 16 it is stressed that generally accepted international norms and standards are legally binding for Serbia, and thus the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol as well as the other regional and universal international conventions concerning human rights (for the list of concrete acts concerning asylum see Ibid., 226).

Despite the general consent of the Serbian governments that the asylum procedure and migration management was something that should be formulated in the respective laws, nothing happened until these came in focus of the Serbian short-term migration policy: the Serbian government was offered a viewable and certain visa liberalization with the EU states if the law on asylum had been adopted and realized. In order to enhance the dialogues, on 19th July 2007, the Serbian Government made a working group for coordination of the activities leading to visa liberalization, such as the identification of the priorities and preparation of the action plan for the relevant institutions (Grupa 484, 2008). Accordingly, the Law on asylum was adopted in 2007 with the postponed beginning of the application: the period of six months was left to allow the allocated institutions to organize in order to accomplish their respective roles in the asylum procedure. It came in force on 1st of April 2008 and this marks the beginning of the independent Serbian asylum system – Serbia, and not UNHCR due to its mandate, became the agent to process the asylum claims and grant the asylum (for the description of asylum practice in Serbia from 2008 see Stojic Mitrovic 2014). Furthermore, the existing Law about movement and sojourn of foreigners was altered into the Alien law in 2008, and it came in force on 1st of April 2009. The previously existing distinction of the asylum and refugee was abolished and now these concepts represented two phases of the same process: as it is used in the EU acquis about migration, “an asylum-seeker is someone who says he or she is a refugee, but whose claim has not yet been definitively evaluated.” Since the roadmaps on visa liberalization (see below) dictate the migration management, in 2009 the Strategy on Migration Management was brought. It eventually resulted in the adoption of the Law on Migration Management in 2012. It defines basic concepts and principles, specifies the organs and their respective roles, and regulates the central data basis in the field of migration management.

The goal of the asylum procedure is to examine whether a person qualifies for the refugee status and thus for the international protection or not. The main problem is perceived to lay in the so called mixed migrations: refugees and the asylum seekers travel alongside with the so called economic migrants, and they use the same routes and ways of border-crossing, which may be considered as irregular in the majority of cases. While in the field it is very difficult to distinguish among these categories, since the same persons can obtain and give up (or lose) the status of an asylum seeker in different countries or in different periods of time, UNCHR and European laws insist on this distinction. According to UNCHR, "migrants are fundamentally different from refugees and, thus, are treated very differently under international law. Migrants, especially economic migrants, choose to move in order to improve their lives. Refugees are forced to flee to save their lives or preserve their freedom." The interconnectedness of the categories of the irregular migrants and the asylum seekers does not lie only in the realm of migration practice, where the people classified by laws and organizations into categories of the asylum seekers, prospective refugees and the economic migrants travel together. Those statuses are legally and chronologically connected. As an asylum seeker may or may not turn out to be recognized as a refugee, an irregular migrant can legalize his presence in a country by asking for asylum and thus becoming an asylum seeker. An asylum seeker can end up as a refugee and thus confirm and prolong his or her legal stay in a country if the asylum application was accepted. On the other hand, if the asylum is denied, he or she faces deportation and thus is treated as an irregular migrant caught residing illegally in a country.

While the asylum, refugees and the asylum seekers are defined positively, the irregular migrants are usually defined negatively: they are those who do not hold valid permits for entering and/or staying in a state. More or less, the legal definition of the irregular migrants ends here. Albeit, it is worth mentioning that the 1980 Law about Movement and Sojourn of Foreigners, even though specifying the conditions about forbidding access or denying stay to foreigners in its articles 25 and 34, does not offer any specific category related to what we now call the irregular migration. The beginning of the Stabilization and Association Process for Serbia was marked by the adoption of the term ‘illegal migration’ in bilateral communication with the EU. In 2007 Law on Confirmation of the Convention about Police Cooperation in SE Europe the phrase ‘illegal migration’ is used. The states that ratified the Convention, the
State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (later Serbia), Bosnia and Herzegovina, Moldova, Romania, Macedonia and Albania, oblige to share intelligence information about routes and means of transport used to cross the border, and forms of organizations of the smugglers. However, the 2008 Asylum law and the 2009 Alien law do not recognize specific category depicting some ‘irregular’ or ‘illegal’ migrants or migrations. The 2008 Law on Protection of the Borders of the State uses the term ‘illegal migrations’. 21 Nevertheless, in the Strategy for Combating Illegal Migration in the Republic of Serbia for the Period 2009-2014 accepted by the Serbian Government on 26th March 2009, the only terms found are the ‘illegal migration’ and ‘illegal migrants’. 22 In the Annex I of this Strategy, the definitions of illegal migration and illegal migrants are given. The illegal migration is thus every movement of the inhabitants of one state to another, which is not undertaken according to laws which are in force in the countries of origin and departure, as well as the sojourn in a particular state which is in breach of the valid legal acts of that state. The illegal migrant is a foreign national, who illegally entered/went out the other state (the entrance beyond official border-crossing points, entrance with falsified or otherwise irregular travel document) in order to sojourn or permanently reside; also the persons who entered the countries legally, but who didn’t leave the country after they legal residence had ended. This Strategy introduces a category of potential illegal migrant – a person denied the entrance to the territory of a particular state as well as the person who got negative decision on visa application. This Strategy explicitly states that the problem of illegal migration has for extended period of time been present in the relations between Serbia and the EU and that this was among the main reasons that the FR Yugoslavia was put to the negative list of the EU visa regime in the beginning of the 90’s (Strategija 2009, 2). Later in 2009 in the Strategy for Migration Management the term ‘illegal’ migration/migrants is combined as an equivalent with the term ‘irregular’ migration/migrants. 23 However, the 2012 Law on Migration Management recognizes only the term ‘illegal’.

After the legislative and political context is outlined, I would turn to two regional issues which bear major consequences on the migration practice in Serbia. One is already mentioned visa liberalization and the second one is the externalization of the EU borders’ control. Thus my point of presentation will move from predominantly local, Serbian, to the regional, that is, European one.

The influence of visa liberalization process on Serbian migration policy

Visa liberalization for the Western Balkan states Macedonia, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania and Bosnia and Herzegovina represented an attempt to remove these countries from the so called Schengen black list, which specified the third countries whose nationals had to possess visas in order to cross the external EU borders (national borders of the EU member states that also serve as the outer borders of the EU), and to put them on the so called white Schengen list (Kacarska 2012). The Schengen area which is constituted by 26 European countries that have abolished passport or any other type of border control within their common borders, which are also called the internal borders of the EU. This area functions as a single country in relation to the international travel and has a common visa policy. The roadmaps for visa liberalization defined the prerequisites specified by the European Commission were formally accepted in 2008 while the visa liberalization itself took place in 2009. The visa liberalization roadmaps were almost identical for the Western Balkan states, but they took into account the specific situation in each country, in terms of existing legislation and practice. The conditions ranged from purely technical matters, such as the issuance of machine-readable passports with a gradual introduction of biometric data (including fingerprints), to the adoption and implementation of a raft of laws and international conventions, to very broad matters such as progress in the fight against organized crime, corruption and illegal migration. More precisely, these roadmaps contained specific benchmarks structured in four blocks: document security, illegal migration, public order and security, and external relations and fundamental rights linked to the movement of persons, (Kacarska 2012, 2). The second block, "Illegal migration including readmission" was divided in four parts: 1) "Border management", where Serbia should adopt and implement legislation governing the movement of persons at the external borders, as well as law on the organization of the border authorities and their functions in accordance with the Serbian National Integrated Border Management Strategy adopted in January 2006; take necessary budgetary and other admini-
2) "Carriers' responsibility", where Serbia should adopt and implement legislation on carriers' responsibility defining sanctions.

3) "Asylum policy", where Serbia should adopt and implement legislation in the area of asylum in line with international standards (1951 Geneva Convention with New York Protocol) and the EU legal framework and standards; provide adequate infrastructure and strengthen responsible bodies, in particular in the area of asylum procedures and reception of asylum seekers.

4) "Migration management", where Serbia should set up and start to apply a mechanism for the monitoring of migration flows, defining a regularly updated migration profile for Serbia, with data both on illegal and legal migration, and establishing bodies responsible for collection and analysis of data on migration stocks and flows; adopt and implement a National Returnee Reintegration Strategy, including sustainable financial and social support; define and apply methodology for inland detection and take measures improving the capacity to investigate cases of organized facilitated illegal migration; adopt and implement a law on the admission and stay of third country nationals, defining rights and obligations for the persons concerned (including family members of third country nationals); ensure effective expulsion of illegally residing third country nationals from its territory.27

The visa liberalization application was accompanied by an increase of the number of people holding a nationality of some Western Balkan’s state and travelling to the EU member states claiming asylum; as the asylum recognition rate of this group is very low, they have been labeled as "false asylum seekers" (Kacarska 2012, 21). However, there is one more point to be taken into consideration: when Serbia adopted the independent asylum system, it became internationally recognized as a safe third country, a country in which the rights of refugees could be granted. Nevertheless, it has not yet become widely recognized as a safe country of origin, even though it seems that more and more European countries are adapting to this view. This could be traced in the shortened duration of the asylum procedures for Serbian nationals in some EU states, like Austria, Netherlands, Denmark, Luxemburg and Belgium (but also in Switzerland).28 As the threats of the resurrection of visa regime hangs above the countries of the Western Balkans if they do not manage to stop their nationals arri-
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... according to the EU member states and asking for asylum there, it appears that the prevention of the flaw of the ‘false asylum seekers’ was the most critical and maybe crucial measure in visa liberalization process, since the abolition of the visa liberalization is not even mentioned in cases of legally and humanely inadequate treatment of the asylum seekers looking for refuge in Serbia.  

Serbia and the European policy of externalization of migration control

None the less, visa liberalization and the adoption of measures that preceded it, can be viewed from the perspective of the externalization of the EU borders’ control. This term is used to describe the situation when the border control is done extra-territorially, that is, neither on the border nor inside the country in question, but deep inside territories of the other countries, which may or may not be bordering the country in question (Stojic Mitrovic 2012). The externalization and extra-territorialisation policies are formulated and framed in the context of external relations with third countries and in the scope of the European Neighborhood Policy (Guild et al. 2008, 14). The instruments employed for imposing external migration control are manifold. Usually, the country to be absorbed into extra-territorial EU migration control policy is offered some benefits in return – eventually becoming a member of the EU, economic help, special economic partnership in some particular domain, help in the development of the administration, reform of the legal system, visa liberalization, etc. The intervention of the EU organs inside the other states can be achieved indirectly, through implementation of the EU legislative standards that treat movement of goods and people, ratification of the readmission agreements, help to achieve visa liberalization prerequisites, financial or expert support for building infrastructure for carrying out migration control, or more directly, through physical reinforcement of the borders of the non EU states or even control procedure undertaken by the EU institutions inside the other country’s territory (the concrete measures can be seen in Lavenex 1998; see also Lavenex 1999). What makes this possible and legitimate is that in the common migration policy of the EU, migration itself is presented as a problem of security (Huysmans 2000, 752). Consequently, the safe internal space of the EU is protected through restrictive migration control, which is done outside, in the buffer zone (Collinson, 1996).

Serbia, as well as the countries through which the migrants go before they arrive here, can be considered as a part of this large buffer zone surrounding...

the internal EU. It is very interesting that concrete stage within EU integration process of the country in question seem not to bear too much significance on its ‘buffer zone treatment’. For example, even though Greece is a part of the EU (since 1981) and a part of the Schengen area (since 2000), the maritime borders between Greece and Italy are protected as if they had been the external EU borders (see Stojic Mitrovic 2012). This confirms that the notion of the internal EU does not equal the EU or the Schengen area. Nevertheless, different stages in the EU integration process do bear significance on the migration practice in each state. For example, Serbia has not yet ratified so called Dublin III regulation, which stipulates which country is responsible for conducting asylum procedure in the EU; 30 neither has it shared the asylum seekers’ and irregular migrant’s fingerprints within EURODAC, 31 nor its intelligence data within EUROSUR system. 32 The consequence which this leaves on the asylum practice in Serbia is that the asylum claim filed in Serbia does not implicate that a person cannot file asylum claim in some other country (which Dublin regulation and EURODAC system aim to disable). Furthermore, FRONTEX activities concerning Serbia are predominantly oriented toward control of movement of Serbian nationals within/towards the EU and not towards third countries’ nationals. 33 Although, this situation is amenable to changes since Serbia officially began accession talks on 21st Jan. 2014, which pulled it one step closer to the EU membership. 34 The integration into these migration management and control systems is presented as a goal of Serbian migration policy (KIRS 2012). Current developments concerning the formulation of the new Serbian Law on asylum show that some new instruments could be implemented, such as the establishment of the detention centres for migrants, that is, accommodation centres in which the movement of the inhabitants is highly restricted. This further confirms that overall geopolitical situation seem to stand out as the major factor of influence on migration management in Serbia.

Conclusions

However, the influence of geopolitical situation goes further beyond a state’s internal migration policy and practice. It influences the conceptualizations

related to the people who migrate. Thus in the period of SFRY, ‘asylum’ and ‘refugees’ have been strictly divided categories. ‘Asylum’ related to political and ‘refugees’ to humanitarian notions. ‘Asylum’ was national and ‘refugees’ international responsibility. Asylum was a kind of a reward for support of the ideas propagated by SFRY and refuge was a humane, but politically unattractive due to its possible implications, that is, confrontation with the countries of origin of the refugees or their allies. ‘Irregular migrants’ did not even exist as a special category. During FRY period, all these categories retreated in face of ‘national refugees’ arriving in large numbers. The dominant perspective was humanitarian and nationalistic: the refugees were not "real" foreigners, they spoke the same language, were born in the same country, had similar behavioural patterns, even had relatives in FRY, they also had almost the same legal rights as the FRY citizens and since 1997 could obtain citizenship very easily.35 Today the situation is rather complicated, since all the legal terms seem to fall into multiplex relations in public sphere. To put it more linguistically, some aspects of the terms were given prominence and thus became the representatives of the whole category. ‘National refugees’ absorbed (international) ‘refugees’ which have led to the state that it seems almost impossible to associate a refugee status to a foreigner. The notion of ‘refugee’ is equated with ‘national refugee’. The consequence of this, that a foreigner could not easily be perceived as a refugee, is further aggregated with the notion of ‘false asylum seekers’ of Serbian nationality. ‘False asylum seekers’ are equated with those who abuse the EU asylum systems and thus threat visa liberalization progress (Djordjevic 2013, 23). The faultiness of asylum seekers of Serbian nationality is stacked on foreign asylum seekers that seek refuge in Serbia. The motives of asylum claims, that still wear pertaining remnants of primarily political asylum claims, are perceived as an abuse of Serbian asylum system and even Serbian hospitality. This goes hand in hand with non functioning Serbian asylum system in which less than 1 out of 1000 asylum claims resulted in granted refugee status (Bobic 2013). The equation or at least inconsistent delineation of ‘irregular migrants’, ‘asylum seekers’ and ‘false asylum seekers’ of Serbian nationality in public appeals of Serbian state officials, led toward even bigger confusion.36 The result is unfavourable and progressively criminalizing mash up of notions related to migrants, which, as the

events from autumn 2013 show, can lead even to physical aggression directed toward them (for social conflicts related to migration issues see Stojic Mitrovic 2014).37

The aim of this text was to point out the political background of legal and administrative categories used to depict people passing through Serbia, seeking refuge or just transiting, and to remind that this can have real consequences on the lives of people in question. These categories, as all other signs, are not made to reflect some reality, but to organize it. The motives for enforcing one kind of organization above some other can be found in different realms. The major impact on categories concerning asylum, refuge and irregular migration can be traced in geopolitical balancing of the Serbian/Yugoslav state. Sometimes they were Solomon’s solution of troublesome position in-between dually divided world and sometimes explicitly demanded from the external political subjects. The Serbian migration policy thus demonstrates its responsiveness to geopolitical influences in progressively securitizing world.
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Abstract

This paper reviews the current state of research on the effects of social media on mental health. The literature on this topic is rapidly growing, and the findings are mixed. Some studies show that social media can have positive effects on mental health, while others suggest that they may have negative effects. The paper discusses the potential benefits of social media for mental health, such as increased social support and opportunities for self-expression, and the potential risks, such as cyberbullying and exposure to harmful content. The paper also discusses the need for more research on the topic, including studies that take into account the individual differences in social media use and personal characteristics that may affect the effects of social media on mental health.
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